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We've watched the Romanian Grey Wolves find their true mates, fight against evil and reunite with

the other Canis lupis in the world. Now we will see just how the most powerful Alpha in their history

met his match with the woman who became his mate, and helped him become the man he needed

to be in order to lead.Every life leaves behind a legacy. Every story has a beginning and an end.

The Alpha of the Romania Grey Wolves knows this better than most. He also knows itâ€™s the

things that transpire to create that legacy and the experiences, triumphs and failures that happen in

the middle of the story that matter. His story began a century ago and now a tragedy has led him to

his rightful place as Alpha of the Eastern Romania pack. Before he led hundreds, he had to learn to

lead a few. Before he sacrificed for all, he had to be willing to sacrifice for any. Before he could be

the man destined to save his race he had to be willing to serve them. In order to be raised up he

had to first be torn down. There was only one who could do this and live, only one who could light

his way when the darkness closed in; his mate, his Luna. This is the building of their legacy, the

middle of their story. Their triumphs, their failures, and their tragedyâ€™s that would one day make

them strong enough to restore a race torn apart by greed, envy, and fear.
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Ok. I loved it! I have always had a thing for Vasili and Alina but after reading their story more then

ever. This story explains a lot including Vasili's relationship with Peri. The struggles they

encountered in the journey they took to become the Alphas they are is one of secrets, betrayal,

love, and an incredible amount of patience and self-control. Absolutely loved it and can not wait for

the next! (This is going on indefinitely right Quinn?)

I would first like to say that I have been an active reader of the Grey Wolves Series. I look forward to

ever book release and book announcement. Quinn Loftis has created a series that I never thought

would come to light. Nowadays, readers and publishers are looking for the vampires. No one is

looking for the werewolves... or Canis Lupus. When I first reader the first book I was so excited.

Finally someone was writing books about "werewolves". As I progressed in the series, I became

more intrigued to find out that Alina and Vasile would be getting a book. Readers had been so

focused on the three girls that they weren't really thinking about a book for Vasile and Alina. Sure,

we were wondering what was their life like before now, but we were too caught up in the suspense

of the three girls. I thought that this would be the last book in the Grey Wolves Series, but I should

have known better. Quinn Loftis, for this series so far, gives every pair two books. I was expecting

an abbreviated version of their life. What I got instead was much better. Quinn is giving these

characters so much depth and she is showing us the evolution the characters went through. Vasile

and Alina are not the same people/alphas as they are now. Out of all of the characters we have

been introduced, these too have to biggest arc of character. We know the least about these two

characters and it was refreshing (and EXTREMELY exciting) to lift the veil and uncover their past.

Quinn Loftis, this has been one of my top ranking books you have written. I can see the time and

planning you did for this book in your writing. You have made it so that you can continue the series

through Vasile and Alina. I have a feeling that Vasile and Alina's past is going to play a part in the

upcoming books. Also, I am glad we are able to continue reading about the younger characters, I

would have missed them terribly. Good luck writing your other novels and keep these juicy book

coming our way.

Teenage romance novels. They're all kinda the same except that these emphasize controlling and



dominating men as a way of life. Plus there are a absolute ton of grammar and spelling errors in

every one of these books.The concept and world itself is very interesting and could have been

written much better had the author paused long enough to think out her plotlines and use spell

check. Also, don't get your hopes up for tragedy. The second some sort of meaningful misfortune

befall the main characters some sort of magical something comes in and saves them from it.

Quinn Loftis's Grey Wolf Series has kept me in suspense for quite a few years. Never a dull moment

in the stories.The editing isn't very well done. Many typos throughout books 2-9; and I was quite

surprised at the amount. I read the Kindle versions, so maybe that has something to do with it; but if

I was able to click a link directy to Ms. Loftis informing her of the typos, I would.The sexual content

is very clean and beautifully worded.Love her ideas and wih there were continuing books. I have

just begun reading Book 9; but truly loved Luna of Mine.

There is so much running through my head right now concerning Luna of Mine that I honestly don't

know where to begin. I have to say it felt so good to spend some time with Jen, Sally and Jacque

and their mates. I have missed the humor and the verbal flirty play especially with Jen and Decebel.

This book is the perfect conclusion to the Grey Wolves Series. Throughout Prince of Wolves, Blood

Rites, One Drop of Blood, Out of the Dark, Beyond the Veil, Fate and Fury and Sacrifice of Love,

you literally fall in love with these girls and their mates and their adventures truly keep you on edge.

You see the love between Vasile and Alina but this story gives you a beautiful glimpse at this

couple, their trials and triumphs, the lessons learned and above all love and sacrifice and what it

truly means to be mated to a Canis Lupis. You will not want to put this book down because the

characters stay with you and the adventure really keeps you glued to each page. I think my favorite

part between Alina and Vasile is captured in the excerpt that I have posted in this blog post. It was

nice to see a different side of Alina that was much like Jacque, Jen and Sally in her own way or at

least I thought so.I can't even begin to thank Quinn Loftis for the treasure she has created in this

series and the way it seriously touched my soul. It honestly felt as if she was in my head and could

hear my heart saying what I would want out of a mate. I honestly wish I could jump into this series

because it truthfully has found a permanent home in mine. Don't miss out on this amazing read and

you will find that if any book is worth getting a book hang over for this book is.So stock up on your

hot chocolate and popcorn because you are in for one amazing ride back into time!

It was nice to get the story behind Vasile and Alina's story. This story reminds us that thru our own



lives there will always trials and tribulations and if we are strong and believe in the ones we love we

can get through anything.Until Next Time...... Tabi

I hadn't known she'd written anymore of the grey wolves series! I love her writing. so this was a

beautiful coming of age story, a beautiful true love story and a beautiful coming into your own. the

love they felt for each other, crossed the years, truly 4 years before the Alpha's we know were

mated and "married' by blood rights! such a amazing story! very cool to see through their point of

view. starting reading into the Fea now! the next series that comes off this one!
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